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It has been more than 3o yearc since Newyor{<
took a serious look at how itsjudges are
investigated and, where necessary disciplined.
It's been that long, too, that a state law has
been on the books relegating such proceedings

to secrecy.

It's time to change the status quo, on
both fronts-
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The Commission on Judicial Conduct is again under the scrutiny of state legislators who want
to reform the way judicial misconduct cases are handled. Ttris, remember, is the body, barely
understood outside legal circles, that removed just one judge from the bench last year and
disciplined just 15 others.

Yet here's the New York County lawyers'Association arguing that it's too easy to remove
judges. The NewYork State BarAssociation srrggests as much, too.

Let them make that argument. But let those of the opposite view, the frequently expressed
opinion -- even of some members of the Commission on Judicial Conduct -- that the
discipline of the state's 3,5oo judges is too lenient be heard as well.

Let the public in on this debate, too, so it can come to its own conclusions.

An open prccess might help the public better understand a system that, for instance, allowed
Albany County Family Court Judge Gerard Maney to keep his post, albeit with a censure, after
asking for "professional @urtesy" in a drunken driving arrest.

That revealing debate, in turr, might add to the pressure on the Legislature to make
disciplinary proceedings public. In the case of Judge Maney, for instance, why shouldn't the
public have been able to hear firsthand the dissent of commission member Joseph Belluck?
He found it, as he put it, "mind-boggling" that Judge Maney remained on the bench after his
arrest last year.

It's encouraging, then, that James Kobak, president of the NewYork County lawyers'
Association, says the group is willing to at least remnsider its opposition to making judicial
discipline proceedings public. And it's even mol€ promising that Senate Democraticleader
John Sampson is pushing to open up a prccess that's public in 35 others states.

The administrator of the Commission on Judicial Conduct, Robert Tembeckian, also fuvors
such overdue transparency.
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Another problem, and another provision in the laws that needs to be changed, is that the
commission is restricted in the levels of discipline it can impose. It's either some kind of
public scolding, as Judge Maney received, or removal from the bench. Why not add the option
of suspendingjudges in instances of misconduct deemed serious, but not enough to
warrant removal?

In the end, the investigation of all judges and the discipline of bad ones involves more than
them, and more than the lawyers who practice before them. It's about all 19 million New
Yorkers who rely upon a fair and competent legal system.

Any look and, especially, any changes in how the Commission of Judicial Conduct functions
should take place with that prominently in mind.

The issue:

Iawyers groups want ctranges in the disciplinary process.

The Stakes:

That's an argument that should be as open to the public as the proceedings themselves.

To comment: tuletters@timesunion.@m, or at http://blogs.timesunion.com/opinion
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